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We describe the detailed study and results of high-resolution numerical simulations of string-
induced structure formation in open universes and those with a non-zero cosmological constant. The
eect from small loops generated from the string network has also been investigated. We provide
a semi-analytical model which can reproduce these simulation results. A detailed study of cosmic
string network properties regarding structure formation is also given, including the correlation time,
the topological analysis of the source spectrum, the correlation between long strings and loops, and
the evolution of long-string and loop energy densities. For models with Γ = Ωh = 0.1{0.2 and a
cold dark matter background, we show that the linear density fluctuation power spectrum induced
by cosmic strings has both an amplitude at 8h−1Mpc, σ8, and an overall shape which are consistent
within uncertainties with those currently inferred from galaxy surveys. The cosmic string scenario
with hot dark matter requires a strongly scale-dependent bias in order to agree with observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the outstanding problems in cosmology today is developing a more precise understanding of structure
formation in the universe, that is, the origin of galaxies and other large scale structures. Existing theories for the
structure formation of the Universe fall into two categories, based either upon the amplication of quantum fluctuations
in a scalar eld during inflation, or upon a symmetry breaking phase transition in the early Universe which leads
to the formation of topological defects. While techniques for computing density perturbations for the former are
well established [1{3], only little quantitative work exists for the latter due to calculational diculties in modelling
nonlinear eects, especially for cosmic string models [4].
We know that topological defects are an inevitable consequence of unication theory during the symmetry breaking
G ! H ! : : : ! SU(3)QCD  SU(2)W U(1)Y ! SU(3)QCD U(1)EM. If the vacuum manifold has 1(G=H) 6= I,
then we have cosmic strings generated during the phase transition [4]. The cosmic string scenario [4] predated inflation
as a realistic structure formation model, but it has proved computationally much more challenging to make robust
predictions with which to confront observations. Only until recently, signicant progress in understanding cosmic
strings as seeds for large-scale structure and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropies has been achieved
[5{13]. In [5], one specic quantitative scheme was proposed to study the power spectra induced by global defects. In
this paper, we concentrate on local cosmic strings and describe a self-consistent method based on a fluid approximation
to study string-seeded structure formation with either a cold or hot dark matter (CDM or HDM) background. The
primary quantities of interest for comparing theories to observations are the power spectra of fluctuations, both for the
mass density and the cosmic microwave background radiation (CMBR). In the work presented here, we concentrate
only on the former but we will briefly discuss the latter. The present work relies on high resolution numerical
simulations of a cosmic string network [14] with a dynamic range extending from well before the matter-radiation
transition through to deep into the matter era. Several important properties of local cosmic strings are revealed. The
resulting power spectrum of linear density perturbations, P(k), and the mass fluctuation amplitude at 8h−1Mpc, 8,
are then calculated and compared with those inferred from observations. A semi-analytic model is also introduced.
It can reproduce the P(k) of our high-resolution simulations. We also investigate the dependence of P(k) on the
curvature K and the cosmological constant . In particular, for models with Γ = Ωh = 0:1{0:2 and a CDM
background, we show that the linear density fluctuation power spectrum has both an amplitude at 8h−1Mpc, 8, and
an overall shape which are consistent within uncertainties with those currently inferred from galaxy surveys. The
HDM scenario with cosmic strings seems to require a large scale-dependent biasing in order to be consistent with
observations. Empirical formulae for P(k) describing our results are given.
The framework developed here is suitable not only for studying cosmic strings, but also for investigating any
other matter sources behaving stiy, whose evolution is largely independent of the background matter and any
inhomogeneities in the universe. This direct numerical approach is not without some weaknesses which we shall
discuss, but it marks a considerable quantitative advance by incorporating important aspects of the relevant physics
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not included in previous treatments. As such, the cosmic string power spectra presented here should be the most
reliable to date.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In section II, we investigate the linear perturbation equations for cosmic
defect models in a flat -universe. With slight modications, we then extend it to closed and open universes for
cosmic defect models. Section III investigates the perturbation source|cosmic strings. Several important string
properties which have not been revealed previously are presented in detail here, including the slow relaxation of the
long string and loop energy densities from the radiation to the matter era, the topology of string network, the string
network correlation time, and the correlation between long strings and loops, etc. In section IV, we describe the
approximation schemes invoked in this work, including the compensation of the source into the background, hot dark
matter, a semi-analytical model which can accurately reproduce the simulation results, and a simple extrapolation
scheme which can generalize the simulation results from a flat  = 0 model to open and flat -models with any desired
Hubble parameter. This simple scheme is then numerically veried with high accuracy. The unimportance of the
late-time non-scaling behavior of strings in open or -models is addressed. In section V, we present the main results
with an analysis of its uncertainty. Empirical formulae of our main results are presented here. The eect of radiation
perturbations is shown. A brief discussion regarding the CMBR anisotropy is also given. Finally, a conclusion is given
in section VI. We also dene the conventions of the background cosmology and give the analytical solutions for open,
flat, close and -models in Appendix A. Appendix B denes the conventions of our power spectrum and variance
calculations. Through out the paper, we will use h = 0:7, where the Hubble parameter is dened in the usual way
H = 100hkms−1Mpc−1. A generalization of results from this choice to any other h is provided in section IVD.
II. PERTURBATION EQUATIONS
Here we consider the perturbation equations in the following two regimes:
A. A smooth radiation background
Assuming the radiation perturbations are negligible throughout when compared with the CDM ones, we can invoke
the Zeldovich approximation in a flat  = 0 FRW model to obtain the evolution equation of the CDM perturbations















c = 4G+; (1)
where a = a() is given by (A6), + = 00 + ii, αβ(x; ) is the energy-momentum tensor of the external source,
ii is its spatial trace, and a dot represents a derivative with respect to the conformal time . Notice that we have
normalized aeq = 1 and will use this normalization throughout. This concept was rst proposed by ref. [15], in
which only the matter-dominated era and no radiation component were considered. Although the single equation (1)
has its convenience for numerical purposes, the assumption of a smooth radiation background does not necessarily
provide a good approximation and will have ignored some intermediate-scale power expected to result from radiation
perturbations during radiation-matter transition. This is because at very small scales, radiation will oscillate many
times per expansion time and will have little net eect on the matter, while at very large scales, most power is
contributed from the matter era in which the eect from radiation is negligible.
B. A perturbed radiation background
To include both the radiation and the CDM perturbations properly, we consider density perturbations about a
flat FRW model which are causally sourced by an evolving external-source network with energy-momentum tensor
αβ(x; ). In the synchronous gauge with a cosmological constant, the linear evolution of the radiation and CDM








(Ωcc + 2Ωrr) = 4G+; (2)
¨r − 13r
2r − 43 ¨c = 0; (3)
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FIG. 1. The eect of the curvature and the cosmological constant in the background cosmology. Plotted are the exact
solutions of scale factor a(η) (see appendix A). The square, triangle, circle and diamond mark the epoch today (with h = 0.7)
for dierent models.
where a() and _a() can be given by (A4), and
Ωc =
a
1 + a + Ba2 + Ca4
; Ωr =
1
1 + a + Ba2 + Ca4
; (4)
with B and C dened in (A3). We notice that equations (2) and (3) are exact when K = 0, i.e. ΩK0 = 0. However,
for cosmic string models or any other scaling defect models, (2) and (3) are still approximately true because of the
facts that the matter perturbation power on scales of interest (k  0:01{1hMpc−1) is seeded around eq, during
which the curvature is negligible (see Fig. 1), and that at late times when the curvature-associated perturbation terms
become important, these scales of interest have been already well inside the horizon so that we can neglect the eect of
curvature on perturbation terms since defects seed power only onto sub-horizon scales. Therefore, the required change
in (2) and (3) to account for the curvature eect is only in the background dynamics, which appears implicitly in
a(), Ωc and Ωr. Fig. 1 shows how the curvature and the cosmological constant eect the background dynamics. We
notice that k  0:01hMpc−1 (the largest observable scale for matter perturbations) corresponds to the horizon size at
  5; 5; 27; 54eq for (Ωm0; ΩΛ0) = (0:2; 0); (0:2; 0:8); (1; 0); (2:0; 0) respectively. At these moments, the departure of
the scale factors in these models from that in the flat  = 0 model is still well below one percent. This shows not only
that the curvature is negligible in the background dynamics at early times, but also that the curvature-associated
perturbation terms can be neglected if the scale of interest is constrained by k > 0:01hMpc−1.
It proves useful to split these linear perturbations into initial (I) and subsequent (S) parts [16],
N (x; ) = IN (x; ) + 
S
N (x; ) ; N = c; r : (5)
In the case of topological defects, the initial perturbations I(x; ) depend on the defect conguration at some early
time i, because ultimately the formation of defects creates under-densities in the initially homogeneous background
out of which they are carved. The subsequent perturbations S(x; ) are those which are generated actively by the
defects themselves for  > i. Because defects induce iso-curvature perturbations, I(x; ) must compensate S(x; )
on comoving scales jx − x0j >  to prevent acausal fluctuation growth on super-horizon scales, as we shall discuss
shortly.
The system of equations (2) and (3) can be solved for the subsequent perturbations S(x; ) by using a discretized
version of the integral equation with Green’s functions:





d3x0 GN (X ; ; 0)+(x0; 0); N = c; r ; (6)
where X = jx− x0j. The initial conditions of S(x; ) are
SN (i) = _
S
N (i) = 0 with N = c; r : (7)
The easiest method of obtaining the Green’s function solutions is to go to Fourier space and solve the resulting
homogeneous system of ordinary dierential equations numerically with appropriate initial conditions. Since the
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Green’s functions depend only on the modulus of X = jx − x0j, it follows that their Fourier amplitudes must only
depend on the modulus of k. We will use a tilde e to denote the Fourier transform of a function. With the change of
variable y = 1 + (
p
2− 1)=eq and using (6), in Fourier space equations (2) and (3) with K =  = 0 become





# eGc = 0 ; (8)
eG00r − 43 eG00c + 4k23A2 eGr = 0 ; (9)
with A dened by (A3), and initial conditions at  = ^ (or y^ = y(^)) satisfying
eGr = eGc = 0; eG0r = 43 eG0c = 83A : (10)
Here, a prime represents a derivative with respect to y (though only in these equations).
Under certain limits, (8) and (9) can be solved analytically. When k  1, the radiation component will oscillate
many times per expansion time and will have little net eect on the matter. So, in this case, we can set eGr = 0 and
thus (8) decays to a homogeneous associated Legendre equation, whose solution is the linear combination of the two
associated Legendre polynomials P2 and Q2. When k  1, by (9) and (10) we know eGr=eGc = 4=3. So (8) decays to a
homogeneous associated Legendre equation, whose solution is the linear combination of the two associated Legendre
polynomials P−42 and Q
4
2. One can therefore solve (8) and (9) with (10) for eGc under these limits to get:
eGc(k; ; ^) =  2A (y^2 − 1)[A(y^)B(y)− B(y^)A(y)] ; k  1 ;2
A (y




















y2 − 1 ; (14)
D(y) = (y − 1)
3(y2 + 4y + 5)
5(y + 1)
: (15)
We notice that the scale factor a() = y2−1. Because we are only interested in the matter perturbations at late times
(i.e. today 0) and we know from (8) that eGc / a=aeq = a when =eq ! 1, what we actually need is the transfer
function:




eGc(k; ; ^) : (16)
Hence for k ! 0 and1, we obtain from (11) that
eT1(y(^)) = 3
A
(y^2 − 1)A(y^) ; k  1 ; (17)
eT0(y(^)) = 25AC(y^) ; k  1 : (18)
Fig. 2 shows how (17) and (18) evolve with time. Fig. 3 shows the numerical solutions of eGc(k; 0; ^). It conrms the
asymptotic behaviors in these two regimes: on super-horizon scales (k  2=), eGc(k; 0; ^) scales as ^−1, which is
indicated by (18); on sub-horizon scales (k  2=), the growth of matter perturbations has a maximum at ^  eq,
as seen in (17) (see also Fig. 2). We note that on sub-horizon scales, when going from ^ = 0:05eq to ^ = 5eq,eGc(k; 0; ^) changes only within a factor of 2. What is important for cosmic defects is the sub-horizon mode, because
on super-horizon scales defects are compensated by the background and therefore can not create density perturbations.
Hence, we see from Fig. 2 and 3 that defects seed power into matter perturbations most during the radiation-matter
transition regime. This is generically dierent from inflationary models, in which matter perturbations are seeded
4
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FIG. 2. The evolution of the transfer functions Tc(η)  eTc(k; η^) under the two limits: kη  1 (dashed line), and kη  1
(solid line).


















FIG. 3. The numerical solutions of eGc(k; η0, η^). In the plot, η  η^, and Gc  eGc(k; η0, η^). The numbers attached to each
lines indicate η^/ηeq.
during inflation in the deep radiation regime, and the sub-horizon growth is then suppressed by the radiation pressure
until eq.
Now we can obtain an approximated Green’s function solution by combining these two modes througheGc(k; 0; ^)  a0 eTc(k; ^)
 a0
neT1 + (eT0 − eT1) 1 + (keq)4/3−1o
with

 = 0:75; for 0:03 < ^=eq < 125 and 3hMpc−1 < k;
 = 0:5; for 0:2 < ^=eq < 125:
(19)
The combination factor in (19) is a numerically veried guess and its accuracy is plotted in Fig. 4. We note that the
late-time positive departure of the accuracy (e.g. ^ = 100; 125eq, see Fig. 4) is caused by neglecting the negative
terms associated with B(y^) and D(y^) in (11) when taking the limit (16) to get (17) and (18).
Finally, we obtain the subsequent perturbations in Fourier space today by integrating the Green’s function with
the external source throughout the dynamical range within which the external source is present:
eSc (k; 0)  4GZ η
ηi
eGc(k; 0; ^)e+(k; ^)d^ (20)
Here the Green’s function eGc(k; 0; ^) can be either (19), or numerically obtained from equations (8) and (9) with
initial conditions (10).
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FIG. 4. The accuracy of equation (19). Tc is equivalent to eTc(k; η^) in (19), while Gc  eGc(k; η0, η^) is numerically calculated
from (2) and (3) with initial conditions (10). In the legends, ηi  η^/ηeq.
III. THE PERTURBATION SOURCE—COSMIC STRINGS
A. Fundamental analysis
Before examining cosmic strings as the external source, let us consider some fundamental features of various possible
types of sources. The power spectrum is a common statistic used to describe observations, therefore we will use it to
investigate the properties of the source. The types of external sources we will come across can be roughly classied
into four dierent categories, according to their topology: zero, one, two, or three dimensional objects. For the rst
three types of objects, Ref. [17] gave the forms of their power spectra by Fourier transforming a set of randomly

















where V is the volume of the box to be Fourier transformed, and the length distributions of p(c) = c2 exp(−c=c)=2c3
for laments and of p(R) = R2 exp(−R=R)=2R3 for shell radii have been taken. This leads to hci = 2
p
3 c and
hRi = 2p3 R. Here, we further consider the fourth type: the three dimensional objects. By Fourier transforming
a set of randomly distributed spheres, with a radius distribution of p(r) = r6 exp(−r=r)=720r7 giving a rms radius
2
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FIG. 5. The power spectra of randomly distributed zero, one, two and three dimensional objects (dashed lines, downwards).
Their charactorestic sizes have been normalized to 2pi, and we have also used (25) to deconvolve the lattice eect. These spectra
agree very well on small scales with those solid lines, which have exact slopes of 0, −1, −2 and −4 respectively. On large scales,







Thus (21), (22), (23) and (24) form a complete set of topological analysis in term of power spectrum. We can see
that for suciently small k, they all give a white-noise power spectrum P(k) = V 2=83 / k0. This is because on






14r, all objects are essentially point-like.
On the other hand, at larger k, they give the characteristic behaviours of zero, one, two and three dimensional
objects: P(k) / k0; k−1; k−2 and k−4 respectively. Knowing this, we can then debug and quantitatively test our
simulation code by using an articial network which has certain assigned topology. In Fig. 5, we show the power
spectra of randomly distributed zero, one, two, and three dimensional objects. They agree very well with the analytical
behaviors of (21), (22), (23) and (24). An intuitive explanation for having a steeper small-scale slope in the power
spectrum of higher-dimensional objects with the same overall mean density is that the mass is less concentrated in
higher-dimensional objects and therefore they have less power towards the smaller scales. Thus on small scales, the
higher the dimension of the objects is, the steeper the slope of their power spectrum will be. The steepest slope one
can have is −4.
In the simulations we are going to use later, sampling points are used to trace cosmic strings. We therefore invoke
the \cloud in cell" (CIC) method to assign these sampling points of strings onto the comoving grids of our simulation
box and then Fast Fourier Transformed them. We then multiply this transformed quantity on grids by the following
sharpening function [18] to compensate for the smoothing eect induced by the CIC method:
W (k) =
(k=2)2
sin2(k1=2) + sin2(k2=2) + sin2(k3=2)
; (25)
where k = (k1; k2; k3) and k = jkj. This scheme has been veried against sets of zero, one, two and three dimensional
objects as we have seen in Fig. 5.
B. Cosmic strings
The external source under consideration is a network of cosmic strings. For local gauge strings, the microphysical
width of the string will be many orders of magnitude smaller than its typical curvature radius, so that we can take the
zero thickness limit. Therefore, the cosmic strings which dynamically source the subsequent perturbations S(x; ) in
(5) have spacetime trajectories which we can represent as xµs = (;xs(; )), where  is a spacelike parameter labelling
points along the string. We will use a prime to represent a derivative with respect to . The stress energy tensor of
the string source is then given by [4]




s − −1x0sµx0sν)3(x− xs(; )); (26)
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where  is the string linear energy density,  = [x0s
2
=(1− x˙2s )]1/2, and we have also assumed that _xs  xs0 = 0. In this
case, it is straightforward to compute + in (2) as
+(x; ) = 00 + ii = 2
Z
dx˙2s 
3(x− xs(; )): (27)
This source term is calculated directly from the string network which was evolved using the Allen-Shellard (AS)
string simulation [14]. It is in good agreement with the other high resolution simulation of Bennett-Bouchet [19,20].
Large-scale parallelized simulations were performed on the COSMOS supercomputer, a Silicon Graphics Origin2000
with 20 Gbytes main memory. Dynamic ranges exceeding one thousand expansion times were feasible because of the
simulation size and by using a modied ‘point-joining’ algorithm which maintained xed comoving resolution.
We have devided the string network into two parts: the long strings and small loops. We dene the latter by taking
those close loops whose lengths are smaller than one tenth of the horizon size, and we nd that the resulting energy
evolution in either the long strings or the loops is insensitive to this threshold because the loop sizes are typically
at least two orders below the horizon size and there are not many large loops around the threshold. We will rst
investigate the properties of long-string network in this subsection, and leave the investigation of loops to the next
subsection.
Fig. 6 shows the initial and scaling long-string congurations, and their power spectra. Because the initial network
is a random walk with a correlation length  along the x, y or z directions, its topology is very similar to that of a




(x− n) ; (28)
where n is an integer. Its Fourier transform is also a sampling function. Hence, the power spectrum of this string
network has periodic peaks, whose interval length relates to the correlation length as k = 2=. Due to the 3-




3=, etc. With  = =8,
we also note that at small scales (k > 16=), the power spectra have an overall slope of −1 because strings are
line-like objects; at large scales (k < 16=), the power spectra seem to turn flat because of the point-like property
(see subsection III A for the topological analysis). Meanwhile, the scaling string network in Fig. 6 shows dierent
properties. Its power spectrum is much smoother than the previous case because the periodicity of strings has no
prefered directions (i.e. the x, y and z directions in the previous case) and therefore the periodic peaks degenerate
to only one broad peak here, corresponding to the correlation length . We note that instead of turning from k0
to k−1 very smoothly at the correlation scale as we have seen from randomly distributed laments (see Fig. 5), the
power spectrum here has a broad peak on that scale. This illustrates the fact that in the scaling regime, a real string
network is not like random walk, but has a conguration in which all strings remains a roughly constant distance
(which is about the correlation length) from each other, so that the power on this scale is amplied to form a broad
peak. Any previous work based on modelling cosmic strings with random laments would have underestimated the
resulting power spectrum by a maximum factor of three (e.g. Ref. [10,21]), because such a broad peak in a real string
network appears persistently with an amplitude of about 3 times larger than the very large-scale white noise. This
underestimate will appear more apparently on smaller scales, because on large scales, the shape of the power spectrum
is more dominated by the compensation scale, rather than the correlation scale.
We verify that this broad peak appears at kξ  20= persistently from deep in the radiation era through to deep in
the matter era, with an amplitude of at least twice larger than the large-scale white noise. Thus the comoving mean
distance among strings is   =3. The smoothness feature of the power spectrum can be also employed to assure
that when the simulation of structure formation starts, the string network has already been in the scaling regime and
the initial conguration of the network will have no eect on the subsequent result.
We further notice in Fig. 6 that the slope of the spectrum in the scaling regime is not −1 on small scales, but −1:13.
This is because strings are very wiggly on small scales and therefore have an overall dimension of slightly greater than
one to steepen the small-scale slope to −1:13.
Another important property of the string network is the correlation time. Because the strings’ congurations are
uncorrelated when separated by a suciently long time, we can dene a correlation time c as the time period above
which the strings’ congurations are uncorrelated, i.e. the unequal time correlator (UETC)
he+(k; )e+(k; 0)i  0 for j − 0j > c : (29)
On smaller scales the correlation time is shorter, and on very large scales the string congurations are not correlated
over time [22]. As a whole, we see that the correlation time c() is about the order of the conformal time , although
8



















FIG. 6. The top-left is an initial network of cosmic strings, the top-right a scaling long-string network, and the bottom
their power spectra. The rst peak in the initial spectrum appears at kξ = 16pi/η, which accurately corresponds to the initial
comoving correlation length ξcom = η/8 set by hand. The turnover scale in the scaling regime is clearly kξ = 20/η, and the









∫ UETC dη’  
P(k) (thick wakes)
FIG. 7. The integrated UETC,
R
he+(k, η)e+(k, η0)idη0 (solid line), and the power spectrum of wakes with a thickness of
1/10 of their correlation length (dashed line). The normalization is arbitrary. The dotted and dot-dashed lines have exact
slopes of −2 and −2.25 respectively.
the UETC is dominated within a dynamic range 0 = (1  0:2), taking the half-maximum threshold.Thus for a
quantitative analysis, an accurate calculation of UETC’s requires a dynamic range of at least 4 in conformal time.
This is equivalent to a dynamic range of 16 in radiation-era physical time, and 64 in matter-era physical time. So
far in the literature, only our simulations have achieved this criterion for local cosmic strings, while keeping a highest
resolution equivalent to 10003 points in a comoving box. Each of our simulations typically has a dynamic range of
more than 10 in conformal time. We also notice in the UETC he+(k; )e+(k; 0)i that a hot spot locates at around
0 =  and k  20= [22], which is exactly the correlation wavenumber kξ we have previously seen in the string source
power spectrum. If we take a slice through 0 =  in the UETC he+(k; )e+(k; 0)i, then the prole of this slice
gives the scaling spectrum in Fig. 6, with a broad peak corresponding to the hot spot here.
Fig. 7 shows the integration of the UETC over time. This quantity reflects the topology of the path swept out by
strings. Since a two-dimensional object will have a small-scale slope of −2, we expect such a quantity to behave in
the same way. However, as we can see from the gure, the small-scale slope is not exactly −2, but −2:25. This is
because the wakes swept out by strings are also wiggly due to the wiggliness of strings, so that their small-scale slope
is further steepened to −2:25. We investigate the level of such a wiggliness in wakes, and it corresponds equivalently
to a wake with a thickness of 1=10 of their mean spacing. This means the wiggles of cosmic string wakes are about
one tenth of the correlation length.
Another important aspect regarding the cosmic string evolution is the matter-radiation transition process. The
key observation for simulations spanning this process was the very slow relaxation to the matter era scaling density.
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of long-string energy density 1. A good analytic t to the evolution of () = 1t2= is
found to be
() = 14:7− 11:4
1 + (4eq=)
1.1 (30)
When compared with simulations with higher resolutions, we notice our values here are about 10% above the average,
due to a lower kink density. However, the overall shape remains unchanged. Therefore we can see from Fig. 8 that the
relaxation process extended well beyond recombination (for h = 0:7, log10(rec=eq)  0:76 and log10(0=eq)  2:4).
This has important implications for large-scale structure and CMB anisotropy as we shall discuss. Combined with
Fig. 2 and 3, and the associated discussion in subsection II B, we see that the string-seeded matter perturbations are
more dominated by the asymptotic value of long-string energy density in the radiation-dominated regime, rather than
that in the matter-dominated regime as previously thought.
C. Cosmic string loops
The role of small loops produced by the string network has evolved from a potential one-to-one correspondence
between loops and cosmological objects [23] through to a completely subsidiary role relative to the wakes swept out
10















FIG. 8. The evolution of long-string energy density observed from high-resolution simulations (solid), and the analytic t
(30) (dashed). It is clear that ρ1t2/µ drops very slowly after ηeq, and at ηrec it is still about 1.5 times larger than its matter-era
asymptotic value.
by long strings [24]. This dethronement of loops was a result of numerical studies which showed that the average loop
size ‘ = t was much smaller than the horizon, ‘ << dH [14,25]; they might even be as small as the lengthscale set
by gravitational backreaction   10−4, a value appropriate for GUT-scale strings [4]. Add the high ballistic loop
velocities observed v  c=p2 and it was not surprising that these tiny loops have been assumed to be more or less
uniformly distributed and hence a negligible source relative to the long-string network [17]. Nevertheless, small loops
always make up a signicant fraction of the total string energy density at any one time and, as we will demonstrate
later, loop-induced inhomogeneities are considerable if their lifetime is not much smaller than the Hubble time. By
properly incorporating these loop perturbations, we will show that their contribution relative to the long-string wakes
is almost comparable and also highly correlated with these wakes.
To investigate loops, we keep all the loops generated by the long-string network, and model those which are smaller
than a xed fraction of the horizon size as relativistic point masses. The eects of the evaporation of these loops into
gravitational waves and the damping of loop motion due to expansion are also included. Note, however, that this
should be clearly distinguished from recent work [13], which attempts to incorporate network decay products in the
power spectrum of an additional fluid (with a variety of possible equations of state). This does not appear to properly
account for the phase correlation between long strings and moving loops.
To begin with, let us consider some analytical properties of loops. First, the Nambu equations of motion for cosmic
strings in an expanding universe can be averaged to yield:
d1
dt
+ 2H(1 + hv2i)1 = −XL; (31)
where hv2i is the mean square velocity of strings and XL is the transfer rate of energy density from long strings into












(1− hv2r i)  0:6 in radiation era;
2
3 (1− 2hv2mi)  0:2 in matter era;
(33)
where hv2r i > hv2mi  0:6 [14,25]. Both (32) and (33) provide a check for the scaling behavior of long strings and loops
in the cosmic string network simulations. Figure 9 shows the evolution of XL. We can see that the expected amount
of energy was converted into loops in our simulations so that XL has the correct asymptotic behavior given by (33).
However, the typical loop-size (and consequently their lifetime) does not approach scaling so rapidly and is therefore
larger than physically expected for most of the duration in the simulations [14,25].
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FIG. 9. Evolution of XL(t). The dotted lines are the asymptotic values in the radiation and the matter eras in (33).
To overcome this problem we rescale the loop lifetime in the following way. We know that the loops produced by
a cosmic string network will decay into gravitational radiation, with a roughly constant decay rate ΓG2, where  is
the string linear energy density. Typically Γ = 50− 100 with an average hΓi  65 [26,27]. Now, if we assume the loop
production to be ‘monochromatic’ so that all loops formed at the same time will have the same mass, we can write
the initial rest mass of a loop formed at time t as
ML = t  fΓG2t : (34)
Here, the parameter f = =ΓG is expected to be of order unity if the size of the loops formed at the time t is
determined by gravitational radiation back-reaction, which smoothes strings on scales smaller than ΓGt. Thus the
uncertainty in the average mass and therefore the lifetime of loops formed at a given time is quantied by the choice
of the parameter f . We also nd that the initial rms velocity of loops observed from the simulations is hv2i1/2 > 0:7c
throughout all the regimes.
With the decay rate introduced earlier, we have the rest mass of a loop formed at time t evolving as
ML(t; t) = MLW (t; t) ; (35)
where
W (t; t) =

1− t−t∗τ(t∗) for t  t  t + (t) ;
0 otherwise :
(36)
Here (t)  ft is the lifetime of loops produced at time t (f = 2, 3 implies the decay occurs in one horizon time












2 for f  1;p
f=t2 for f  1 (radiation era);
(ln f)=t2 for f  1 (matter era);
(37)
where we have used the scaling behaviour (32) and (33). Consequently, the scaling of the power spectrum induced
by loops in f should interpolate between f2 and f (radiation era) or (ln f)2 (matter era). We notice in (37) that we
have ignored the eect of loop velocity redshifting due to the expansion of the Universe, which causes a change in the
eective mass. Because loops are formed with relativistic velocities, we expect this damping mechanism to have the
strongest eect for f  1, but to be negligible for f  1.
If a loop formed at time t has an initial physical velocity v, its trajectory in physical space accounting for the
expansion of the Universe is then given by:
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for t  t, where A = γva, A = jAj and γ = (1− jvj2)1/2. Here we have neglected the acceleration of loops due
to the momentum carried away by the gravitational radiation, the so-called ‘rocket eect’. A numerical calculation
for several asymmetric loops shows that the rate of momentum radiation from an oscillating loop is
j _Pj = ΓP G2 ; (39)





1 + ΓP =(Γγv)
; (40)
which aects only the nal stages of the loop lifetime as long as ΓP =(Γγv) < 1, or equivalently v > 0:15c. For a typical
v  c=
p
2, one requires a loop lifetime > 43t in the radiation era and > 17t in the matter era to redshift down
to this critical velocity according to (38). Since the values of f we explore here are of order unity, it is a reasonable
approximation to neglect the transfer of momentum due to gravitational radiation.
With the treatment of (34) and the eects of (35) and (38) Fig. 10 shows a loop spectrum with f = 1 in the scaling
regime. As we can see, on small scales (k < 100) the shape of loop spectrum is identical to that of long strings (see
Fig. 6). This is because loops trace the paths of long strings even after they are formed. We verify this by calculating
the correlation coecient between long strings and loops in the scaling regime. This coecient is always greater than
0:5 on larger scales. This phenomenon has also been veried by observing the movies of string evolution made from
the simulations. On the other hand, on small scales the loop spectrum is not exactly a white noise. It has a slope of
−0:21. This is because even on small scales loops are still not exactly point-like, but with some clumpy structures,
so that their spectrum slope is steepened as discussed in subsection III A. In section VD, we will see further that
this correlation between the long-string and loop distributions can have a signicant eect on the resulting power
spectrum of matter perturbations.
IV. APPROXIMATION SCHEMES
A. Compensation Scale
It is a very substantial numerical challenge to evolve the initial and subsequent perturbations induced by cosmic
strings in (5) such that they accurately cancel on super-horizon scales by the present day 0. Long-string network
scaling [14,19,20] entails the copious production of enormous numbers of tiny loops whose evolving distribution and
decay must be carefully followed as described in subsection III C. For the large dynamic range required for the present
study, however, we have by necessity adopted the compensation factor approximation suggested in a semi-analytic
context in ref. [29]. To implement this, we accurately evolved the string network numerically, and then multiplied the
Fourier transform of the resulting stress energy e+(k; ) by a cut-o function eF (k; ) given by




where kc() is the compensation wave number. This results in the correct k4 fall-o in the power spectrum at large
wavelengths above the compensation scale k−1c  . Thus we obtain
ec(k; 0) = eIc(k; 0) + eSc (k; 0)  4GZ η
ηi
eGc(k; 0; 0)e+(k; 0) eF (k; 0)d0 : (42)
Several proposals for kc() have been discussed in the literature. In ref. [29], kc = 2−1 was suggested as physically
plausible, but not seriously justied. More recently, however, in ref. [30] the ecacy of the approximation (42) has
been demonstrated by studying multi-fluid compensation back-reaction eects in greater detail. It is claimed that
the compensation scale arises naturally and uniquely from an algebraic identity in the perturbation analysis. For the
present study we have adopted the analytic t for kc() presented in ref. [30]:
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FIG. 10. On the top is a snap shot of loop distribution in the scaling regime. The size of each point reflects its mass. The
box size is the same as the horizon. On the bottom is their power spectrum with arbitrary normalization. The dot-dashed lines
have exact slopes of −1.13 and −0.21. The dotted line indicates the correlation wavenumber kξ = 20/η seen in the long-string
network. On large scales (kη < 100), we see loops mimic long strings so that their spectrum shape is identical to that of long
strings (see Fig. 6). The normalization is arbitrary.
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FIG. 11. A comparison of spectra using dierent compensation scales. The solid line used the denition in [30], where χc
varies from
p
6 in the radiation epoch to
p
18 in the matter epoch; the dashed line used a compensation scale suggested in [29].
The dynamical range is η = (0.01, 50)ηeq.
kc() =
p
6(3A22 + 12A + 16)
(A + 4)
(43)
where A is dened by (A3). This kc() smoothly interpolates from kc =
p
6−1 in the radiation era to kc =
p
18−1 in
the matter era. Of course, there is some dependence of the perturbation amplitude on this choice. Fig. 11 shows the
eect of dierent compensation scales on the spectrum. Here we have used the semi-analytical model which will be
described in section IVC and veried in VA. Evidently, a larger compensation scale (at the same conformal time) will
give signicantly more power at larger scales. For example, with the smaller matter era kc of ref. [29], the amplitude
is approximately 40% smaller around length-scales of 60h−1Mpc and larger.
Clearly, the quantitative implementation of compensation eects is one of the key uncertainties in all previously
published work on gauged cosmic strings. The new analytic compensation factor approximation which we use here
should improve this situation, but the problem ultimately requires a full-scale numerical treatment in which all string
and background fluid components are accurately evolved through to the present day [31].
B. Hot Dark Matter
In order to study the formation of structures with cosmic strings in HDM models we use a straightforward mod-
ication to the perturbation source similar to that employed in ref. [32]. This method is a reasonably accurate
alternative to much more elaborate calculations using the collisionless Boltzmann equation with defect sources. We
simply multiply the Fourier transform of the string source term e+(k; ) by a damping factor eG(k; ) given by




where D() is the comoving distance travelled by a neutrino with momentum Tν=mν from time  to 1. The
factor eG(k; ) is a t to numerical calculations of the transfer function of a Fermi-Dirac distribution of non-relativistic
neutrinos, and accounts for the damping of small-scale perturbations due to neutrino free-streaming [32]. We calculated
D() numerically and found an excellent t (within 2% error, see Fig. 12) to our results for Tν0 = 1:691410−13 GeV






















Analytic fit      
FIG. 12. Neutrino free-streaming length D(η) with Tν0 = 1.691410−13 GeV and mν = 91.5 Ωh0h2 eV. The analytic t (45)
agrees with the numerical solution within a maximum of 2% error.
C. A Semi-analytical Model
The other key diculty facing defect simulations is their limited dynamic range. At any one time, an evolving
string network sources signicant power over a length-scale range which exceeds an order of magnitude. Hence, even
for simulations with a dynamic range of two orders of magnitude in conformal time, the power spectrum will only be
reliable over one order, even before taking box-size limitations into account. Fortunately, however, we can invoke a
semi-analytic model to compensate for this missing power [17,29], which proves to be fairly accurate in the scaling
regimes away from the matter-radiation transition. The procedure is essentially to square the expression (42) and
then average over directions to obtain the power spectrum P(k). This becomes a Green’s function integral over the
UETC’s he+(k; )e+(k0; 0)i [29]:





eGc(k; 0; )eGc(k0; 0; 0)he+(k; )e+(k0; 0)i eF (k; ) eF (k0; 0)dd0 (46)
This can be simplied by noting that although there are two time integrals, the only signicant contributions come
from times when  and 0 are reasonably close. That is because the strings’ congurations are uncorrelated when





jGc(k; 0; )j2F(k; ) eF 2(k; )d ; (47)
where
(2)32F(k; )(3)(k− k0) =
R η0
ηi




he+(k; )e+(k0;  + 00)id00 : (49)
The second step, here, is approximate for the following reasons. First, the correlation time c() scales with  and is at
most , while the UETC is mainly contributed from a dynamic range of (10:2) taking the half-maximum threshold
[22]. Second, around eq when strings have the main contribution onto the scales of interest (see subsections II B and
IVD later), eGc(k0; 0; 0) changes only within a factor of 2 when going from 0:05eq to 5eq on the sub-horizon scales,
where strings can seed power into matter perturbations (see equations (17) and (18), and Fig. 2 and 3). Thirdly, in
the matter era eGc(k0; 0; 0)  eGc(0; 0) grows linearly with 0, so the scaling of F(k; ) is maintained, although a
mild rescaling in the amplitude will be required to maintain the accuracy. Finally, although a mild rescaling in k will
be required to maintain the accuracy of the approximation (49), the scaling behavior of F(k; ) in k should hold.
The structure function F(k; ) can then be obtained as discussed below:
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1. The form of F(k; ): We know cosmic strings are line-like objects which move relativistically, so the trajectories
they sweep out will be two-dimensional. According to the study in section III A, we know sheet-like objects
have power spectra P(k) / k−2 at small scales and P(k) / k0 at large scales. For cosmic string wakes, we
get P(k) / k−2.25 on small scales because of their wiggliness (see subsection III B). According to (48), because
both eF (k0; 0) and eGc(k0; 0; 0) are scale-independent on small scales (see Fig. 3), the slope of F(k; ) on these
scales should be identical to that of (49). We have seen this slope to be −2:25 in Fig. 7. Although in the
radiation-dominated regime, strings are more wiggly and therefore have a steeper small-scale slope than −2:25,
we found it sucient to use this value throughout for the current purposes. In addition, because cosmic strings
scale with the horizon size, the turnover scale from P(k) / k−2.25 to P(k) / k0 scales with the conformal time,
which is proportional to the horizon size. Schematically, we can write down the structure function in the form:







where E() is the overall normalization against time, I is a constant, kto = (I)−1 the turnover wave number,
and the power n controls the sharpness of the turnover behavior. We notice that the broad peak seen in Fig. 7
is not modelled in (50). However, we will see in subsection VA that such a simplication has a negligible eect
on the nal power spectrum once the phenomenological structure function F(k; ) is accurately calibrated by
high-resolution simulations over a large dynamic range.
2. The time dependence: A convenient way to investigate the time dependence E() is to look at the horizon scale,








 a2s / a2(32bg)1/2 / −1/2 : (52)
Thus by (49) the structure function is
F(k; )jhor  1(2pi)3
R ηc
−ηc he+(k; )e+(k;  + 00)ihor d00
/ R ηc−ηc −1/2( + 00)−1/2d00 = 2ηcη + O2(ηcη ) : (53)
Since cosmic strings scale with the horizon size (in the scaling regime), the ratio c= is a constant and therefore
the normalization of the structure function against time at large scales is a constant:
E()  F(k; )jhor  constant : (54)
This result is consistent with that presented in ref. [29], but here we give a clear physical reason for the behavior of
the structure function and obtain an explicit expression for the relationship between F(k; ) and the correlation time.
The longer the correlation time, the larger the normalization of F(k; ). Therefore an insucient dynamic range when
calculating the UETC’s or F(k; ) will result in a severe under-estimate of the nal power spectrum.
As illustrated in the discussion following equation (49), although the approximation may not be very accurate, the
scaling behavior of F(k; ) in k should still be maintained. So instead of taking the approximation (49), we can
use simulations to calibrate F(k; ). By tting the shape and amplitude of the power spectrum calculated from (47)
with simulations of limited dynamic range deep in the matter and radiation eras, we can estimate F(k; ) in these
two regimes. We were then able to use an interpolation based on the actual behavior of the string density during the
transition era (see Fig. 8) to provide the normalization of F(k; ) which interpolates smoothly from the radiation to
the matter era. This turns out to t well the shape of the actual evolution of E() in (50). We found I = 1=20 and
n = 8 in (50), and the resulting structure function is:
F(k; ) = E()
[1 + (k=20)8]0.28125







In (55), we note rst that the turnover scale is the same for both the radiation and the matter eras, i.e. kto = 20=.
This corresponds to exactly the correlation length of long strings which we have seen in subsection III B. Second, E()
in (55) interpolates smoothly from 0:028 deep in the radiation era to 0:011 deep in the matter era. Now we can use
the approach (47) and (55), with eGc(k; 0; ) numerically calculated from (2) and (3), to extrapolate the lost power
due to the limited dynamical range in our numerical simulation. We notice that we have not considered the eect
from loops here, and this will be discussed in subsection VD.
D. The dependence of S(k) on Ωm0, , and h
Since an open universe is strongly favoured by many observations, and the existence of a cosmological constant is
studied in many inflationary models [33,34], it is natural to explore the spectrum in these two regimes. To do this,
we rst introduce a simple rescaling scheme to extrapolate the simulated Ωm0 = 1 and  = 0 spectrum to open and
-models, and then verify its accuracy. The rescaling scheme is (adapted from [9]):
S(k; h; Ωm0; ΩΛ0) = S(k; h = 1; Ωm0 = 1; ΩΛ0 = 0) Ω2m0h4  f2(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) g2(Ωm0; ΩΛ0); (56)
where k is in units of Ωm0h2 Mpc−1, f(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) and g(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) are given by
f(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) =

Ω−0.3m0 for Ωm0  1; ΩΛ0 = 0






Ω4/7m0 − ΩΛ0 + (1 + Ωm0=2)(1 + ΩΛ0=70)
i : (58)
In (56), the leading factor Ω2m0h
4 results from the fact that the ratio of scale factors a0=aeq is proportional to Ωm0h2
and that the Green’s function (19) is proportional to this ratio. The middle factor f(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) reflects the dependence
of the COBE normalisation of G on the cosmological parameters Ωm0 and ΩΛ0. It changes upwards as we decrease
the matter density in an open or -universe. The last factor g(Ωm0; ΩΛ0) takes into account the fact that in an open
or -universe the linear growth of density perturbations is suppressed relative to an Ωm0 =1 and ΩΛ0 =0 universe [35]
(also veried in ref. [36] for primordial perturbations). There is also a rescaling of k implicit in (56) (the unit of k here
is in Ωm0h2 Mpc−1 rather than hMpc−1). This rescaling is due to the fact that the horizon size at radiation-matter
equality is proportional to (Ωm0h2)−1. Hence the physical grid spacing in our simulation should be rescaled by this
factor, since our length scale is in the unit of eq. We note that a similar scheme was also taken in ref. [34] to study
Inflationary cosmology in an open universe.
To verify the accuracy of this scheme, we use (47) together with (55) and the Green’s functions obtained from
solving (2) and (3) numerically, to get the spectrum Snum(k) for various choices of Ωm0 and ΩΛ0. We then compare
this with Sap(k) which is extrapolated from a K =  = 0 model using (56). The initial time of the integral is set to
i = 0:1, at which both the curvature and  terms are negligible, and the nal time is today. Fig. 13 shows that on
the scales of interest, the rescaling scheme (56) is accurate within few percent error for reasonable choices of Ωm0 and
ΩΛ0. A similar independent work regarding the accuracy of (56) in generic defect models is also done in ref. [37].
Fig. 14 shows the relative contribution of dierent epochs to the total power spectrum. We can see that most power
on the scales of interest is seeded around eq, especially for models with Ωm0 < 1. As illustrated in subsection II B, this
is because at early times in the radiation-dominated regime, the growth of small-scale perturbations are suppressed by
pressure, while at late times in the matter-dominated regime, the large-scale perturbations have less time to grow. In
K 6= 0 or  6= 0 models, the normalization of S(k), which is a dimensionless quantity, is eected in the way described
in (56), while P(k) = S(k)=4k3 is further changed by the renormalization of k if we are to use hMpc−1 as the unit
of k, especially when comparing theoretical results to observations. As to the non-scaling behavior of cosmic strings
at late times in  6= 0 or K 6= 0 models, Fig. 14 combined with Fig. 1 implies the unimportance of this eect for the
power spectrum. We know that in open or  models, the motion of cosmic strings will be damped by the late-time
rapid expansion of the universe, so that the string network has decreasing rms velocity and eventually has no eect on
matter perturbations. Taking an extreme case Ωm0 = 0:15 with h = 0:7, the largest observable scale k  0:01hMpc−1
corresponds to k  0:1Ωm0h2Mpc−1 in Fig. 14. On this scale, the late time strings (the dotted line, with an initial
time of  = 20eq) contribute only 3% to the total power spectrum (the solid line). According to Fig. 1, by the time




















































FIG. 13. The accuracy of the rescaling scheme (56) for cosmic string models. Sap  4pik3P(k) is obtained from a flat  = 0
















(0, 0.1)   
(0.1, 20)  
(20, today)
FIG. 14. The relative contribution in the power spectrum from strings at dierent epochs: the total (solid line), the early
times (dot-dashed line), around ηeq (dashed line), and the late times (dotted line). The numbers in brackets specify in ηeq the
initial and nal time of each epoch.
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CMBFAST   
BE        
FIG. 15. Test of our numerical scheme used to compute the evolution equations (2) and (3). The solid line is our result; the
dashed line is from CMBFAST [39], with Ωc0 = 0.97, Ωb = 0.03, and h = 0.75; the crosses show the t by Bond and Efstathiou
(BE) [38] with the same parameter choice.
model. Such a small departure in the background dynamics has little eect on the evolution of cosmic strings, and
thus the late time non-scaling behavior of cosmic strings has only a small eect on matter density perturbations on
the scales of interest.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As a rst step, we use our numerical scheme for evolving equations (2) and (3) to compute the \transfer function"
for primordial density perturbations in the absence of a source. This transfer function in the standard CDM model is
dierent from what we meant in (16), but dened as the ratio of the growing mode coecient of matter perturbations
(c / J2) deep in the matter era to that deep in the radiation era, i.e. the transfer function Tk  Jm=Jr. In Fig. 15,
we compare our result with other previous work. We see that although we have used the fluid approximation to
model only the matter and radiation components, our result is only slightly larger with the maximum deviation being
5% from the t given by Bond and Efstathiou (BE) [38], and 8% from the result from CMBFAST [39], on the scale
k  0:5h2Mpc−1.
For cosmic string seeded structure formation, we rst perform string simulations with a string sampling comoving
spacing of 1=1000 of the simulation box sizes. The dynamic ranges cover from 0:05 to 300 eq, with each single run
having a dynamic range of at least 10 in conformal time. We then perform the structure formation simulations with
comoving box sizes ranging from 5{130h−1Mpc today, and a resolution of 1283{5123. Our simulations were carried
out on the UK Computational Cosmology Consortium supercomputer COSMOS, a Silicon Graphics Origin2000 with
20 Gbytes main memory. The code was parallelised to enhance performance. We also used the SGI math libraries to
implement the Fast Fourier Transform.
A. The Semi-analytic Fit
In Fig. 16 we plot the CMB normalized linear power spectrum (G6 = G  106 = 1:7, the most recent COBE
normalization for strings [12]) induced by long strings in an Ωc0 = 1 CDM cosmology with h = 0:7. The central
set of numerical points was sourced by string network simulations beginning at  = 0:4eq which were continued
for 1318 expansion times in simulation boxes ranging from 32{128h−1Mpc, with a maximum resolution of 5123 grid
points. Given the dynamic range limitations we have also plotted the semi-analytic t (47) over the full range of
wave-numbers. The good agreement with the semi-analytic model is illustrated by the dashed line ts to central
points, as well as to the short normalization runs in the matter and radiation eras (also shown in Fig. 16). We can
see the little discrepancy between the semi-analytic ts and simulations on both the large-scale and the small-scale
ends. This resulted from the fact that towards the beginning and the end of the simulations, the UETC does not
fully contribute to the simulation power spectrum (see equation (49)). Nevertheless, at large scales (k  0:03) the
full-dynamic-range run of the semi-analytic t (the solid line) is well constrained by the deep-matter-era simulation.
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FIG. 16. The comparison of our semi-analytical t and our simulation result for the CDM model excluding loops. The
top-right, central, and bottom-left solid lines with crosses are the simulation results in the deep radiation, transition through
to deep into the matter, and deep matter eras respectively. The dashed lines are our semi-analytical ts corresponding to the
same dynamical ranges of those simulations. They show a good agreement with each other. The solid line is the semi-analytical
t with a full dynamic range from ηi = 0 to today.












 = 0   
FIG. 17. The eect of radiation perturbations in the cosmic string-seeded CDM spectrum. The dynamic range goes from
η = 0 to today.
Given this close correspondence, which was also exhibited in HDM simulations, we have considerable condence that
this approximation can reproduce the correct shape and amplitude of the string simulation power spectrum.
Using this semi-analytic t, Fig. 17 shows how the radiation perturbations eect the matter perturbation power
spectrum. The dashed line is obtained from (1), while the solid line is based on (2) and (3) with  = K = 0, which
decay to (1) if we set r = 0. As previously argued in section II A, the radiation perturbations have eect only on
intermediate scales. They boost the power spectrum by about 30% at most on scales k  0:2hMpc−1. We notice that
the result with r = 0 is equivalent to setting the condition k  1 when solving (8) and (9) (see (11)).
In Fig. 18, we compare our CDM and HDM string power spectra (excluding loops) with the observational results
inferred from galaxy surveys, in each of ve dierent background cosmologies: (I) Ωm0 = 1, ΩΛ0 = 0, (II) Ωm0 = 0:3,
ΩΛ0 = 0:7, (III) Ωm0 = 0:3, ΩΛ0 = 0, (IV) Ωm0 = 0:15, ΩΛ0 = 0:85, and (V) Ωm0 = 0:15, ΩΛ0 = 0. The results
presented here are obtained by integrating (47), with F(k; ) provided by (55) and eGc(k; 0; ) numerically obtained
from (2) and (3).
B. The Ωm0 = 1 and  = 0 Model
Consider rst the Ωc0 = 1 CDM model (I). An empirical formulae which can reproduce our result excluding loops
within a maximum of 10% error for k = 0:01{100hMpc−1 is obtained as:
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FIG. 18. The spectra of cosmic strings (excluding loops) with CDM (left) and HDM (right) models in dierent background
cosmologies. The solid lines are the flat models with Ωm0 + ΩΛ0 = 1; the dashed lines are the open models with ΩΛ0 = 0.
In an open universe with  = 0, the spectrum has more large-scale power and less small-scale power as Ωm0 decreases. In a
flat universe made by , the spectrum has a scale-independent boost over the previous case with the same Ωm0. Here we use
h = 0.7 and Gµ6 = 1.7 [12], which is the most recent COBE normalisation for cosmic strings. The data points with error bars
are the reconstructed linear spectrum by Peacock and Dodds [40].
SCDM(k) = (G6)210kp(k) ; (59)
where
p(k) = 3:9− 2:7
1 + (4k)−0.44
: (60)
We calculated the standard deviation 8 by convolving our CDM perturbations with a spherical window of radius
8 h−1 Mpc to nd 8(sim)(h = 0:5) = 0:32G6, 8(sim)(h = 0:7) = 0:39G6 and 8(sim)(h = 1:0) = 0:47G6. A
comparison with the observational data points is shown at the top panel of Fig. 18. It indicates that strings appear to
induce an excess of small-scale power and a shortage of large-scale power, that is, the Ωc0 = 1 string model excluding
loops requires a strongly scale-dependent bias. This is not necessarily a fatal flaw for the model on small scales because,
as the corresponding HDM spectrum indicates, such excess power can be readily eliminated in a mixed dark matter
model. However, the problem is less tractable on large scales where biases up to 100(obs)=100(sim)  3:9 around
100h−1Mpc might be inferred from the data points (using G6 = 1:7 and h = 0:7). Should we, therefore, rule out
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string models on this basis [10]? 1 While acknowledging that the model (I) linear spectrum looks unattractive, there
are still three important mitigating factors. First, the determination of the power spectrum on large scales around
100h−1Mpc remains uncertain (e.g. the observational data in Fig. 18 has at least a 40% normalization uncertainty),
and these will be superseded by much larger more reliable data sets in the near future. Secondly, the immediate
nonlinearity of string wakes indicates that strong biasing mechanisms might operate, as illustrated on large scales in
the post-recombination hydrodynamic simulations of ref. [41]. Thirdly, cosmic string loops have not been included
here, and we will see how they release this problem later. Finally, unlike inflation, defect models have never been
wedded to an Ω = 1 cosmology.
As for the HDM results, the small-scale power (k > 0:5hMpc−1) is removed by the neutrino free-streaming, while
on large scales it remains the same as that of the CDM model. An empirical formulae (excluding the eect of loops)





Fig. 19 shows a comparison between the mass distributions of CDM and HDM models. They look the same on
larger scales, but the HDM model has no ne structures on smaller scales. Their non-Gaussian feature can also
be seen. Ref. [7] has investigated their non-Gaussian feature in detail, and concluded that on scales smaller than
1:5(Ωh2)−1Mpc, perturbations seeded by cosmic strings are very non-gaussian. These scales may still be in a linear
or mildly non-linear regime in an open or -universe with Γ = Ωh < 0:2.
C. The Cases Ωm0 < 1 and  6= 0
We can observe from Fig. 18, that for open or -cosmologies with Ωm0  0:1{0:3, the string + CDM power spectrum
is much more encouraging. We nd that the bias on large scales is much less scale-dependent. For example, in model
(IV) (Ωm0 = 0:15, ΩΛ0 = 0:85), the relative bias remains 100(obs)=100(sim)  1:4  0:2 at 100h−1Mpc. In Fig. 20,
we plot 8 for the full gamut of open and  models. 8(sim) induced from our simulations with G6 normalized by
COBE [12,9] is presented as the dot-dashed (h = 1:0), the solid (h = 0:7) and the dashed (h = 0:5) lines; 8(obs) is
the shaded area, which is recommended by Viana & Liddle [42], and which is also consistent with ref. [43,44], but
more conservative. We can see from Fig. 20 that 8(obs)=8(sim)(Ωm0 = 1)  0:79  0:21; 0:95 0:25; 1:17 0:31 for
h = 1:0; 0:7; 0:5 respectively. When h = 0:7, 8(sim) matches 8(obs) within the uncertainties for flat -models when
Ωm0 > 0:35 and for open models when Ωm0 > 0:4, while for both cases the ratio 8(obs)=8(sim) < 2 for all Ωm0 > 0:1.
Combined with an analysis similar to Fig. 18, we found that for Γ = Ωm0h = 0:1{0:2, both 8(sim) and the shape of
spectrum induced from cosmic string model match observations within acceptable uncertainties. Hence, an open or
-cosmology in the context of string + CDM model seems to show remarkable agreement between observations and
the results of our numerical simulations. Indeed, similar comparisons made in an inflationary context with models
like I{V appear to require a more strongly scale-dependent bias [33].
As for the HDM results, the comparison with observation seems to require a strongly scale-dependent bias for any
choice of the cosmological parameters (models I{V). However, the lack of small-scale power may be partially overcome,
at least, if baryons are properly included in the analysis. Further investigation using a hydrodynamical code will be
required to investigate if galaxies form early enough.
D. Loop Inclusion
Now let us include the eect from loops. Figure 21 shows the power spectrum of density perturbations induced by
long strings and by cosmic string loops for f = 1 with a small dynamic range from 2:5 to 5eq. We can see that when
compared with the spectrum induced by static loops (dot dashed), the amplitude of small-scale perturbations induced
1In [10], the authors used a numerical t for the observational data to obtain σ100(obs) = 3.5 10−2, and compared this with
their simulated spectrum to yield b100 = 5.4. They concluded that cosmic string theory is ruled out because of this high bias
factor. However, according to the observational data [40] (see Fig. 18), there are only a few data points (with big error bars)
below the scale of 100h−1Mpc, so this seems a potentially unreliable way to estimate σ100(obs).
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FIG. 19. A comparison between CDM (top) and HDM (bottom) results. They are taken from slices in simulation box of
size(128h−1Mpc)3, with exactly the same string source. They look the same on large scales, but the HDM model has no ne
structure. The color scheme is chosen so that the non-Gaussian feature can be clearly distinguished.
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FIG. 20. The comparison of the observationally inferred standard deviation at the scale 8 h−1Mpc, σ8(obs), and that induced
from our simulation, σ8(sim). We have used the COBE normalization Gµ6(Ωc0 = 1, ΩΛ0 = 0) = 1.7 [12,9]. σ8(obs) is shown as
the shaded area [42]; σ8(sim) is plotted as dot-dashed (h = 1.0), solid (h = 0.7) and dashed(h = 0.5) lines.












FIG. 21. Small dynamic range power spectra of density perturbations seeded by long strings (thick solid), by loops with
initial velocities v switched to zero (dot-dashed), and by loops with v determined by string network evolution (dashed and
thin solid). The thin solid line includes the eect of gravitational decay of the loop energy, while the other two loop lines don’t
but with loops removed after a period of time τ = t.
by moving loops (dashed) is clearly reduced by their motion. However, their large-scale power is higher because of the
dependence of the gravitational interaction on the loop velocities, especially when they are relativistic. We also see
that the gravitational decay of loop energy (thin solid) damps the overall amplitude of the power spectrum (dashed)
by about a factor of 3. We notice that between the long-string correlation scale kξ  20= (see subsection III B) and
the scale kL  10kξ, the slope of the loop spectrum (thin solid) is exactly the same as that of the long-string spectrum
n  −2:25. We have shown in subsection III C that this close correspondence is due to copious loop production being
strongly correlated with long string intercommuting events and the collapse of highly curved long-string regions [14],
that is, near the strongest long-string perturbations. Moreover, these correlations persist in time with the subsequent
motion of loops and long strings lying preferentially in the same directions, a phenomenon which has been veried by
observing animations of string network evolution. These correlations between loops and long strings, however, have a
lower cuto represented by the mean loop spacing dL  k−1L . Below dL, the eects of individual laments swept out
by moving loops can be identied. In terms of the power spectrum, for k < kL the loops are strongly correlated with
the long strings and therefore reinforce the wake-like perturbations, while for k > kL their lamentary perturbations
increase the spectral index by about one to n  −1:25; this change is expected on geometrical grounds.
In gure 22 we plot the power spectra of density perturbations seeded by long strings P1(k), by small loops PL(k),
and by both loops and long strings Ptot(k). The dynamic range here extends from 0:6 to 7:5eq. As expected PL(k)
scales more moderately than f2 but more strongly than f (see (37)). It is also apparent that the perturbations
induced by long strings and by loops are positively correlated with Ptot(k) > PL(k) + P1(k) throughout the whole
scale range. This positive correlation between loops and long strings boosts the large-scale P1(k) by a factor of 1:5,
1:8 and 2:2 to reach Ptot(k) for f = 0:5; 1 and 2 respectively, even if PL(k) is a relatively small fraction of P1(k) on
these scales.
Figure 23 shows the correlation coecient between the long-string and loop induced perturbations:
K = h1Lih21i1/2h2Li1/2
: (62)
We see that long strings and loops are strongly positively correlated on large scales, but weakly correlated on small
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FIG. 22. The lower set of 3 lines are PL(k) for f = 0.5 (dotted), 1 (dot-dashed) and 2 (dashed). P1(k) is plotted as a solid
line. The upper set of lines are Ptot(k) with corresponding line styles and f values to the lower set of lines.


















FIG. 23. The correlation coecient between the long-string and loop induced perturbations, with f = 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 (down-
wards).
scales where the loops dominate the perturbations (also see gure 22). The threshold kt between these two regimes
must be signicantly larger than kL because, for k < kL, PL(k) is well below and roughly parallel to P1(k) (see
gures 21 and 22). We also verify that Ptot(k)=P1(k) is approximately a constant for k < kL < kt, which again
provides strong evidence for the fact that loops behave as part of the long-string network on large scales.
Given these properties of the string power spectra, one can easily construct a semi-analytic model for Ptot(k)
as for P1(k) [6,8]. We rst multiply the structure function F(k; ) of P1(k) by J (; f) to account for the boost
Ptot(k)=P1(k) on large scales (k < kt):








where J (f) = 0:806; 1; 1:22; 1:44 and 1:56 for f = 0:5; 1; 2; 4 and 6 respectively. We then multiply it again by a
numerically veried form








to account for the turnover for k > kt(; f). J (; f) is calibrated phenomenologically from simulations deep in the
radiation era through to those deep in the matter era. In the pseudo-scaling regime for the loop size, kt is revealed to
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FIG. 24. Comparison of the observational power spectrum [40] with P1(k) (solid), and Ptot(k) for f = 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6 (dashed,
upwards), with a full dynamic range.
be at least 10kξ  200= depending on f . Thus we can carry out a full-dynamic-range integration to obtain Ptot(k).
In gure 24 we compare this Ptot(k) and P1(k) [6,8] with observations [40]. The background cosmology is Ωc = 0:15,
ΩΛ = 0:85 and h = 0:7, and we have used the COBE normalization G = 1:7  10−6 [12] throughout. Since loops
are point-like and they have little impact through the Kaiser-Stebbins eect on COBE-scale CMB anisotropies, we
expect this normalization to be very weakly dependent on the value of f ; indeed, loops were found to be negligible in
ref. [46]. Thus we see from gure 24 that for f > 0:5, loops can contribute signicantly to the total power spectrum
and ease the large-scale bias problem seen previously [6,8,10]. Denite conclusions, therefore, about biasing in cosmic
string models will need further advances in determining the magnitude of the parameter f , while all future large-scale
structure simulations will now require the the inclusion of loops.
These additional complications in modelling cosmic string structure formation are most obvious on small scales,
where even higher resolution and large dynamic range simulations will be required. However, we expect the power
spectrum on large scales to be only weakly dependent on the details of loop formation. Within the present pseudo-
scaling regime for loop size, we know that kt > kL > 10kξ as shown in gure 21 and discussed previously. Taking
this extreme minimum kt = 10kξ, then, we nd that the semi-analytic model over the full dynamic range gives at
most a 2% dierence in Ptot(k) for k < 1hMpc−1 when the lament term H(k; ; f) is excluded from F(k; ) (for
Ωc = 0:15, ΩΛ = 0:85 and h = 0:7). This means that although the simulations described in this letter are already
on the verge of present computer capabilities, a further detailed study on small scales will improve only the overall
normalization of Ptot(k) but not the shape revealed here, which should be a robust feature. We note that advances
in understanding loop formation mechanisms will also be crucial in quantifying the importance of the gravitational
radiation background emitted by a cosmic string network and its eect on large-scale structure and CMB anisotropies
[45].
E. CMBR Anisotropy
A key feature of all these string-induced power spectra is the influence of the slow relaxation to the matter era
string density from the much higher radiation string density, which has an eective structure function F(k; ) in
(55) with approximately 2.5 times more power than the matter era version. Even by recombination in an Ωm0 = 1
(h = 0:7) cosmology, the string density () is more than twice its asymptotic matter era value to which we normalize
on COBE scales (see Fig. 8). This implies that the string model provides higher than expected large-scale power
around 100h−1Mpc and below. Interestingly, this can also be expected to produce a signicant Doppler-like peak
on small angle CMB scales, an eect noted in ref. [12] but not observed because matter era strings were employed.
In ref. [5], global strings were evolved through the transition era without a strong Doppler peak emerging; however,
this depended on a eld theory simulation of limited dynamic range. Since global strings on cosmological scales
behave more like local strings, the linear power spectrum approach presented here potentially should more accurately
represent the actual global string power spectrum. Recent work in ref. [21] using a phenomenological semi-analytic




Finally, it is appropriate to comment on the key uncertainties aecting these calculations. To summarise at the
outset, these uncertainties primarily aect the amplitude of the string power spectrum, rather than its overall shape
which is a more robust feature. The most recent COBE string normalization is G6  1:7 [12], which is at variance
with a previous COBE normalization G6  1 using the same string simulation [46]. This remains to be satisfactorily
resolved at the time of writing, but systematic relativistic eects seem likely to have aected the earlier result. Next
there is uncertainty implementing the eective compensation scale at which the perturbations are cut-o on large
scales, which we have discussed already. Thirdly, there are uncertainties in the long-string energy density as we have
addressed in section III B. This causes an uncertainty of about 10% in the resulting power spectrum. All these
uncertainties add up to a factor of about 2 in the nal power spectrum while remaining the overall shape largely
unchanged. Finally, the high correlation between loops and long strings always boosts the power spectrum up to a
factor of 3, if the loop lifetime is not much smaller than the Hubble time. Therefore, to include the eect from loops
has become necessary for any further development in studying structure formation by cosmic string models.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the results of high-resolution numerical simulations of structure formation seeded
by a local cosmic string network with a large dynamical range reporting at length, for the rst time, on the eect
of loops and modications due to the radiation-matter transition. In the regime of large-scale structure formation,
the most serious problem with both cosmic strings and the standard CDM model (inflation) is that they produce too
much small-scale power and insucient large-scale power. From the results and discussion in section V C, we see for
cosmic strings this problem can be relaxed a great deal by considering an open universe or the existence of a small
cosmological constant. There is another alternative which can improve the situation. Mixed dark matter scenarios
can be employed by using (44) to smear out part of the small-scale perturbations, although we see the pure HDM
power spectrum requires a strongly scale-dependent bias either on small or large scales. We also note that a high
baryon fraction will help increase small-scale power.
As to the shortage of the overall amplitude in the string power spectrum when compared with observations, we
have seen that this can be overcome by including cosmic string loops with a lifetime comparable to the Hubble time
or greater. We have shown that on large scales the loops behave like part of the long-string network and can therefore
contribute signicantly to the total power spectrum of density perturbations. At present, the typical size and lifetime
of loops formed by a string network remains to be studied in more detail; the problem is both computationally
and analytically challenging. However, within the scale range of interest further developments in this area have the
potential to aect the overall amplitude of the spectrum, while leaving the shape largely unchanged.
We conclude that although more work needs to be done, notably in improving the implementation of compensation
and in the study of loops, the picture which emerges from this work is very encouraging and the cosmic string model
is worthy of further more detailed study.
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APPENDIX A: CONVENTIONS AND BACKGROUND DYNAMICS
We assume that the universe is homogeneous and isotropic, and is lled with two fluids, radiation and dark matter,
whose stress-energy tensors are also homogeneous and isotropic on average. We will use subscripts m; c; h; r to
denote dart matter, cold dark matter (CDM), hot dark matter (HDM), and radiation respectively, a subscript \eq"
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to denote the epoch of radiation-matter density equality, and a subscript \0" to denote the epoch today. We will
ignore the contribution of the defect eld stress energy, which is always much smaller than the total energy density
of radiation and matter. We use Greek letters as space-time indices (e.g.  = 0; 1; 2; 3), and Latin letters as spatial
indices (e.g. i = 1; 2; 3). The metric signature is (−+ ++) and units used are normalized to h = c = kB = 1.
In a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe with only radiation and matter components which evolve
independently and adiabatically, the scale factor a() is determined by the unperturbed Einstein equation
_a2 + Ka2 =
8Gm0a30
3




where a dot represents a derivative with respect to the conformal time , K is the curvature, m is the matter
energy density,  is the cosmological constant, and we have normalized aeq = 1. If we dene Ωm = 8Gm=3H2,
Ωr = 8Gr=3H2 = 8Gm=3aH2, ΩΛ = =3H2, and ΩK = −K=a2H2, where H = _a=a2 is the Hubble parameter,






































(1 + a + Ba2 + Ca4)1/2
 A : (A5)
(A4) can then be numerically evaluated with certain choice of Ωm0, ΩΛ0 and ΩK0. Assuming three species of neutrinos
and because at eq both the curvature and the cosmological constant terms are negligible in (A1), we obtain a0 =
23219Ωm0h2, eq = 16:3098 (Ωm0h2)−1Mpc today, and the physical time teq = 3:4058 1010(Ωm0h2)−2sec. In certain
cases, (A4) can be exactly solved:
1. K =  = 0 (i.e. Ωm0 = 1; ΩΛ0 = 0):
a() = A22=4 + A ; (A6)
t() = A23=12 + A2=2 ; (A7)
which give eq = 3teq=
p
2.

























































We notice that at early times (A8,A9) and (A10,A11) decay to (A6,A7) exactly. At late times (A6,A7), (A8,A9) and
(A10,A11) give the asymptotic forms a / 2, exp( ApB) and 1− cos( Ap−B) (before the recollapse), or a / t2/3,
a / t and a / 1− cos[2 A(−B)3/2t] (before the recollapse) respectively.
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APPENDIX B: POWER SPECTRUM CONVENTIONS





where k is the wave vector, x the physical coordinates, and the integration taken over a large volume V . We will use
a tilde e to denote the Fourier transform of a function. The power spectrum P(k) for a mass density distribution
(x) is then dened as the spherically symmetric Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function (r) of density











where k = jkj, r is the correlation distance, and ek is the Fourier transform of the perturbations (x). A useful
quantity when comparing numerical results with observation is the dimensionless \spectrum of the matter density










hjekj2i = 4k3P(k) : (B3)
This quantity is dimensionless and gives the rms density fluctuation on a particular length-scale l = 2=k. Another
useful statistic is the mass fluctuation amplitude at certain length-scale , i.e. the standard deviation of the mass




jw(k)j2k2P(k)dk with w(x) = 3(sinx− x cosx)
x3
: (B4)
We note that w(x) is the Fourier transform of a spherical window and P(k) in (B4) can be calculated from (B2).
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